
IMPLEMENTATION OF COUNTERMEASURES *refer to colour for classification

SHORT TERM NO GEOMETRIC CHANGES. MINOR COST. PREVIOULSY RECOMMENDED AND/OR BUDGETED

MID TERM MINOR GEOMETRIC CHANGES, REQUIRES FUNDING, MINOR IMPACTS TO OPERATIONS/CAPACITY 

LONG TERM REQUIRES FURTHER STUDY. SIGNIFICANT FUNDING REQUIRED. EXTENSIVE GEOMETRIC CHANGES.

NOT RECOMMENDED REFER TO REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

SAFETY ISSUE POTENTIAL COUNTER MEASURES POTENTAIL BENEFITS POTENTIAL DRAWBACKS NOTES/COMMENTS

 - Gives the driver the illusion that they are travelling faster than their actual 

speed

 - Require yearly maintenance on a high speed facility

 - Expected to reduce operating speeds without increased enforcement  - Not typical in City urban environment

 -  Can encourage a driver to decelerate at an appropriate speed when  - May be applicable for the speed reduction into the 

 - Creates contrast between median and travel lane  - May not be aesthetically appealing  - Identified in previous In-service review

 - Creates barrier pedestrians/cyclists cannot cross unsafely

BRONSON AVENUE COUNTERMEASURES SUMMARY

Perceptual Pavement Markings  - Types include transverse (dashed lines that span the 

travel lane), peripheral (dashed lines on the edges of 

travel lane) and converging chevrons (within travel lane)  

Centre Median Fence

 - Creates barrier pedestrians/cyclists cannot cross unsafely

Increased size and alternate location of advanced road name signs (Brewer 

Way)

 - Increases driver expectation of upcoming intersections  - Placement of sign difficult with steep grades on the bridge NB

 - Identified in previous In-service review

Location - with Wb-102  - Refer to OTM Book 8 for depiction of signs

 - Informs drivers of posted and excessive speeds  - Not proven to be effective once trailer has been removed

 - Temporary only - Minimal use on multi-lane roadways

 - Informs drivers of posted and excessive speeds  - May register single lane driver speeds at one time  - Pole Mounted

 - Long term installation  - Supplied by 'Traffic Logics'

Enforcement  - Reduces speed during enforcement period  - Requires regular long term enforcement to gain long-term benefits  - Also relates to Public Awareness Campaigns

 - Increases driver awareness of speeding  - Costly for law enforcement agencies

 - Makes response quick and effective  - Availability of resources

Add Rb-5 (Maximum Speed Ahead) Sign  - Advanced signage to inform drivers of the decrease in speed zone (NB)  - Not a typical installation for speed zone reductions of 10 km/h (usually 

used for speed zone drops of 20km/h)

Speed Trailers (Permanent)

Speed Trailers (Temporary)

 - Increased law enforcement presence, increased frequency of ticketing, 

increasing fines

Add additional Rb-1A (where required)  - May improve visibility of speed zone to drivers  - Location not typical in an urban environment  - Confirm if median location can apply

Rb-1A (Maximum Speed)  - Location - Upstream from major intersections, on median

 - Provides clear communication of the speed limit to drivers  - Maintaining/routine inspection in urban areas

 - Reduced capacity in corridor with a slower operating speed (i.e. 

 - Potential to heighten driver awareness on high speed facilities  - Reduces driver correction room for manoeuvres  - Minimal case studies to reference

 - Space can be used to increase cycling lane widths, centre median, and 

Increase visibility of on-coming traffic for RT vehicles  - May reduce safety for pedestrians at channel crossing  - Refer to OTM Book 15

Textured asphalt at Brewer Way and Sunnyside  - Enhances visibility of intersection for drivers  - Can be costly, design dependent

 - Aesthetically appealing in an urban environment

 - Negligible safety and collision impacts do not apply to 

lane widths <3.0m

 - Before and after comparison of vehicle travelling 

speeds would be beneficial for future consideration.  Few 

case studies to reference.

 - May cause speeding if RT drivers have increased visibilityUpgrade existing RT channels at Sunnyside intersection to 'SMART' 

Channels

 -  'Angle of Entry' is increased, slows RT drivers when entering/exiting

 - Reduction of lane widths do not decrease safety or increase collisions.  It was 

previously understood that wider lanes increase safety. Currently, there are 

few case studies to reference.

Reduce existing lane widths* Convert 3.5m lanes to 3.25m lanes

 - Can act as a 'gateway' feature

 - Creates an "urban" like environment  - Refuge island may create false sense of security for pedestrians  - Reducing lanes should be completed in conjunction 

 - Increases total crossing distance for pedestrians

 - Provides refuge for pedestrians  - May increase vehicle operating speeds without other countermeasures  - CMF applies to 3ft widening

 - Creates an "urban" like environment  - May impede sight distances on horizontal or vertical curves

 - Improves transition zone between higher to lower posted speeds

 - Defines edges of the roadway

Gateway Feature at Brewer Way  - Can be costly, design dependent

 - May have limited effect on excessive speeds

 - Aesthetically appealing  - Increased maintenance

 - Does not inhibit emergency vehicles

 - Increases driver awareness of pedestrian crossings  - Typically not used for arterial roads of speeds <50km/h  - Also improves Cycling/Pedestrian Safety

 - Reduction in through movement speeds at intersection  - Slows emergency vehicles, transit and increases noise  - Not used on arterial roadways

 - Indicative of a 'special area' requiring increased attentiveness

Raised crosswalks at Brewer Way and Sunnyside

Widen Centre median* (applies to 6-lane cross-section)

 - May be difficult to maintain on a arterial roadway.  May be costly to 

maintain.

Landscaping (widen centre median/adjacent to curb lane)
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BRONSON AVENUE COUNTERMEASURES SUMMARY

 - Slows drivers down through intersection  - May promote speeding between them

Raised Intersections at Brewer Way and Sunnyside  - Slows drivers down through intersection  - Slows emergency vehicles, transit and increases noise  - Also improves Cycling/Pedestrian Safety

 - Make entire intersections more pedestrian-friendly  - Typically not used for arterial roads of speeds >50km/h  - Not used on arterial roadways

 - Reduction in through movement speeds at intersection  - Increases turning difficulty

Convert Bronson from 6-lane to 4-lane cross section**  - Space can be used to increase cycling lane widths, centre median, and 

sidewalks.

 - Reduced capacity in corridor, fewer travelling lanes.  Corridor operations 

will fail.

 - Reducing cross-section without the implementation of 

other countermeasures will likely not reduce the sidewalks. will fail. other countermeasures will likely not reduce the 

operating speed of the roadway. Refer to 2 and 12.

 - May compromise the function of an arterial roadway  - City cannot recommend lane reductions which result in 

roadway operation failure (Transportation Master Plan)

 - Creates an "urban" like environment  - May create false sense of security for pedestrians  - CMF applies to 3ft widening

 - <6m wide can provide pedestrian refuge island with pushbuttons  - Impacts to coordination of corridor. Increase to queue lengths. Increase  - Additional signage, pedestrian pushbutton pedestals 

 - Medians of moderate width can allow pedestrians to cross in one or two 

stages, depending on ability.

 - May increase multiple-vehicle crash frequency increases as median 

width increases

 - Education on the use of pedestrian push buttons in the 

median for the public.

Education of the use of median pushbuttons for pubic

 - Reduces pedestrian crossing distance.  - Overly wide medians may require all pedestrians to cross in two stages, 

 - Increased efficiency of transit in corridor  - Reduced use of lanes for passenger vehicles  - Requires a minimum lane width of 3.25m

Excessive Vehicle 

Operating Speeds

Widen Centre Median** (applies to 4-lane cross-section)

Dedicated transit priority lane NB/SB (adjacent to cycling lane) with taxi  - Increased efficiency of transit in corridor  - Reduced use of lanes for passenger vehicles  - Requires a minimum lane width of 3.25m

 - Driver delay may be reduced  - As vehicle delay increases, a reduction in safety increases (corresponds  - Potentially restricted to certain times of day

Dedicated shared transit/cycling lane NB/SB  - Efficient use of pavement width, when a dedicated cycling lane cannot be  - Reduced use of lanes for passenger vehicles  - Requires a minimum lane width of 4.0m

 - May reduce transit efficiency (single file)

 - Decreased safety for cyclists in transit lane if width is not sufficient

Roundabouts at Brewer Way and Sunnyside  - Reduction in rear end collisions (no traffic signals)  - Requires significant right-of-way  - May require public education 

 - Can act as a 'traffic calming' measure, slows vehicles  - Increased sideswipe collisions inside roundabout

 - Provides safer, attractive intersections

 - Can act as a 'transition zone' into downtown

 - Decreased crossing safety for pedestrians with visual impairment

 - Pedestrian activity is high with low side street demand

Red-Light Cameras at Brewer Way and Sunnyside  - Reduces angle collisions  - May increase speeding through intersection

 - Increases rear-end collisions

 - Justification for installation is difficult to attain  - Four angle collisions at Brewer Way. Three angle 

 - Does not meet standard practice for City to install (3 

angle collisions/yr average)

 - Difficult for emergency vehicles, trucks, and transit to navigate

Dedicated transit priority lane NB/SB (adjacent to cycling lane) with taxi

 - Justification for installation is difficult to attain  - Four angle collisions at Brewer Way. Three angle 

collisions at Sunnyside (over a 3 yr period)

 - Creates contrast between shoulder and travel lane   - Safety impacts to curb side cyclists/parked vehicles  - Should be implemented with centre median 

 - On-street parking can act as "traffic calming"  - May reduce capacity and safety on arterials - high speed  - Parking may have high turn-over due to 3-hr City Bylaw

 - Allows for extra capacity during peak periods  - Safety impacts to pedestrian crossings (reduced visibility)

 - May reduce driver operating speeds when parking stalls are heavily utilized  - Higher turn-over of on-street parking is linked to an increase in crash 

See Reference 7

 - Creates contrast between travel lanes  - Increased noise in urban area See Reference 9

 - Safety impacts to curb side cycling lanes

 - Improves visibility of intersection signals on approach  - No applicable drawbacks

 - Reduces rear-end, sideswipe collisions  - Also improves cycling/pedestrian safety

 - Reduces red-light running

 - Improves visibility of intersection signals on approach  - No applicable drawbacks

 - Reduces rear-end, sideswipe collisions  - Also improves cycling/pedestrian safety

 - Reduces red-light running

 - Improves visibility of intersection signals on approach  - No applicable drawbacks

Near side signal head

Increase signal lens

Replacement lens with new LED's

Visible treatments - On-street parking - Off Peak Periods

 - Off Peak parking only, not located in the vicinity of 

intersections 

Visible treatments - Rumble strips
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 - Reduces red-light running  - Also improves cycling/pedestrian safety

 - Improves visibility of intersection signals on approach  - No applicable drawbacks

 - Reduces red-light running  - Also improves cycling/pedestrian safety

 - Increases driver awareness of upcoming intersection  - Timing not typical - linked to flashing don't walk Increase the length of the flash, red indication (to include 

entire red NB phase)

 - Location - NB Bronson downstream of Brewer Way

Rear End Collisions (NB 

Brewer Way and SB 

Sunnyside)

Backboard reflective tape

Adjust Dynamic Warning Sign (Advanced Flasher) Timing 

 - Location - NB Bronson downstream of Brewer Way

 - No applicable drawbacks

 - CRF applies to full installation of signs

Overhead street name signs at Brewer Way and Sunnyside  - Increases driver awareness of upcoming intersection  - No applicable drawbacks

Install high-friction pavement  - Creates stopping friction when stopping on a wet surface May be installed - CONFIRM

 - Reduces intersection related collisions by allowing adequate time to clear 

intersection

 - Adjusting clearance interval to reflect operating speed vs. posted speed 

is not typical of the City

 - Clearance intervals to adhere to Ontario Traffic 

Manual Book 12 - Traffic Signals

 - Improves clearance for time for cyclists/pedestrians  - Additional clearance interval times will reduce the capacity of the 

intersection resulting in increased congestion.

 - Enhances driver awareness of adjacent cycling lanes  - Upgrade pavement markings 

Placement between 30-40m midblock and far side of 

intersections

Increase 'Clearance Intervals" (Total Change Interval)

Sunnyside) Add Wb-102At (Prepare to Stop When Flashing) to Wb-102

Placement of cycle lane diamond symbols

 - Complies with OTM Book 6 (Warning Signs)

intersections

 - Provides 'separation' between bike lanes and vehicle travel lanes  - May be difficult to maintain  - May be installed seasonally (between April 15th to Nov 

15th)

 - Enhances driver awareness of adjacent cycling lanes  - Pined to asphalt

 - Clarifies lane designation for cyclists

Install Wc-46 and Wc-7s Pedestrian and Cycling Crossing Ahead Sign with 

'Crossing' tab

 - Increases awareness to motorists that they are approaching a location where 

a multi-use pathway crosses the road

  - Located on Colonel By ramps approaching Bronson

Install Wb-10 Reserved Bicycle Lane Ahead Signs  - Increases awareness to motorists that they are approaching a reserved 

bicycle lane.

 - Sign should be considered where motorists are required 

to execute a manoeuvre to avoid the bicycle lane

 - Located on Colonel By ramps approaching Bronson

Install Rb-92 Cycling Lanes Begins Signs (appropriate locations)  - Enhances driver awareness of adjacent cycling lanes  - No applicable drawbacks

 - Clarifies lane designation for cyclists  - No applicable drawbacks

Install Rb-84A Cycling Lane Signs (appropriate locations)  - Enhances driver awareness of adjacent cycling lanes Cycling lanes should be signed

Install flex post delineators (pogo) adjacent to bike lane for corridor (100m 

south of Brewer Way to Findlay)

Install Rb-84A Cycling Lane Signs (appropriate locations)  - Enhances driver awareness of adjacent cycling lanes Cycling lanes should be signed

 - Clarifies lane designation for cyclists Placement between 30-40m midblock, far side of 

 - Enhances driver awareness of adjacent cycling lane ending  - Cycling lanes should be signed

 - Enhances cyclist awareness they are entering a shared lane

 - Reduces intersection related collisions by allowing adequate time to clear 

intersection

 - Improves clearance for time for cyclists/pedestrians

 - May be able to apply time of day restriction

Convert "Yield to Pedestrian" signs to include cyclists  - Raise awareness that cyclists are also crossing (NCC Ramps)  - No applicable drawbacks

 - Cyclists may use sidewalks at this location

 -  Cyclist clearances are often timed in conjunction with 

vehicle clearances (without a dedicated phase)

Install Rb-92 Cycling Lane Ends Sign (appropriate locations)

 - Removes conflict between RT vehicles and pedestrians/cyclists entering 

intersection from depressed pathway

 - Impacts on signal timing, increased curb lane queues due to through 

traffic

Increase 'Clearance Intervals" (Flashing Don't Walk)

Restrict RT on Red at NB at Brewer Way
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 - Upgrade pavement markings

Zebra stripping pedestrian crossing at Sunnyside  - Enhances driver awareness of pedestrian crossing  - May require additional maintenance  - Crossing warranted on the North and South legs of the 

intersection

Assume slower walking speeds at Brewer Way and Sunnyside (signal timing)  - Increases crossing time allocation for pedestrian/cyclists  - Requires a reduction in 'green' time to Bronson  - City typically uses 1.2m/s.  Consider reducing to 1.0m/s.

Revise cycling lane pavement markings  - Enhances awareness of conflict zones 

Assume slower walking speeds at Brewer Way and Sunnyside (signal timing)  - Increases crossing time allocation for pedestrian/cyclists  - Requires a reduction in 'green' time to Bronson  - City typically uses 1.2m/s.  Consider reducing to 1.0m/s.

 - Improves visibility of high conflict area to vehicles  -  May reduce skid resistance  - Would require public education/campaign

 - Drivers are unfamiliar to them, few examples located in City.  May create  - Maintenance requirements yet to be determined

 - High conflict areas include ramps and right turn lanes

 - Creates a safer path for pedestrians to travel  - Existing sidewalk varies between 0.75m to 2.0m

 - Creates larger buffer between pedestrians and road users in adjacent travel 

lanes

 - Creates a safer path for pedestrians to travel  - Installation should maintain a consistent sidewalk width

 - Creates larger buffer between pedestrians and road users in adjacent travel 

 - Creates a urban 'like' environment and space for landscaping  - May require additional maintenance

Create consistent cycling lane width through corridor (1.8m)  - Wider lane more applicable to higher speed facilities  - Requires restriping (pavement markings) the corridor

Relocation of NB bus top at Brewer Way to 25m north  - Reduces diagonal pattern cross for pedestrians getting of the bus to the 

University

 - Existing stop located 45m north, requires the 

reconstruction of the bus stop. Identified in previous In-

service review.

Implement "thermoplastic green" pavement markings in high conflict 

cycling/vehicle areas

Cycling/Pedestrian 

Safety
Maintain consistent sidewalk width through corridor

Move sidewalks off curb face (add green space)

service review.

 - Reduce RT lane vehicle weaving at the NCC Ramp  - Installation location may be difficult (ground mounted or overhead) with 

narrow right-of-way

 - Reduce conflict between weaving traffic and cyclists

 - Provides dedicated safer crossing for cyclists and pedestrians  - May adversely affect capacity and operations at intersection (cause extra  - Crossing would include the addition of 'elephants' feet 

 - Emphasizes the use of the crossing at the intersection  - May encourage motorists to enter the intersection, believing they are Could require separate timing interval

 - Will increase bicyclist compliance with traffic signals, which should reduce  - May confuse waiting drivers who do not understand why the signal fails New push button installations should consider the use of 

Install lane designation signs SB upstream of Findlay

 - Applicable only if vehicles see the signage in advance of 

lane designation changes

 - Increase driver understanding of upstream lane configuration

Brewer Way dedicated cyclist and pedestrian crossing (leading interval)

 - Will increase bicyclist compliance with traffic signals, which should reduce  - May confuse waiting drivers who do not understand why the signal fails New push button installations should consider the use of 

 - Eliminates the use of the existing crosswalk for both cyclists and pedestrians  - Cost of installation and on-going operation and maintenance of Pilot project

 - Improves stopping distance for vehicles approaching a pedestrian/cyclists May be installed - CONFIRM

 - Creates stopping friction when stopping on a wet surface

Bronson SB @ Canal Segregated Cycling Lane  - Separation of cyclists from adjacent traffic  - Design of 'bumper' curb.  Short term - TC-54

 - Reduces conflict zone for cyclists adjacent to the existing SB ramp  - May increase queues, 'lost-time' and rear-end collisions  - Conceptual drawing created - 2 options for location.  

 - Improve pedestrian and cyclists NCC ramp crossing  - Crossings may include the addition of 'elephants' feet 

and/or thermoplastic green paint for cyclists

 - Reduced mid-block crossings  - Will require coordination with corridor

 - Reduces cyclists on sidewalks

 - Removes conflict between vehicles and pedestrians/cyclists  - High cost

 - Applicable to high-volume arterials

 - Uninterrupted pedestrian and cycling flow

Pedestrian bridge/tunnel at Brewer Way and Sunnyside   - Fencing may be needed to channel pedestrians and 

bicyclists to the bridge or underpass. - May increase speeding through corridor (less side-street calls)

Realign NCC Bronson SB Ramp and add pedestrian signals

Install high-friction pavement
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 - Would require a queue jump lane (transit priority signal)  - Not standard OC Transpo practice

 - Not a standard location

 - Appeals to their sense of personal safety

 - May help alter driver behaviour

 - May not reach a large portion of the targeted audience 

 - Coordination between local authorities may be difficult

 - Increased fines and enforcement on a specific safety 

corridor

Public Awareness 

Campaign (Excessive 
 - Financial penalties is an effective means of changing driver behaviour (crash-Increase Awareness of Potential  Penalties for Speeding

Relocation of NB bus stop at Brewer Way to near-side of intersection  - Reduces diagonal pattern cross for pedestrians getting off the bus to the 

University

 - May reduce perceptions people have concerning the acceptability of 

speeding

 - High quality and effective informational materials can be high in costHeighten Driver Awareness of Speeding Related Safety Issues

 - Coordination between local authorities may be difficult

 - Deterrent effect

 - Targets location specific speed related crash areas  - Potential lack of funding or personnel to enforce

 - Law Enforcement presence has a deterrent effect  - Roadside geometrics can present difficulty to law enforcement to make 

safe stops - Adult education can be challenging (less receptive)

 - May not reach a large portion of the targeted audience 

 - Motivates a change in cyclist behaviour to reduce the risk of injury 

Improve Enforcement of Bicycle-related Laws  - Can concentrate efforts in a particular area of a City  - Coordination between local authorities may be difficult

 - More effective in high level areas of cycling areas (i.e. Near school and  - Availability of resources to enforce bicycle laws

 - Report unsafe behaviour, explain dangers of riding unsafely

Pedestrian/Cyclists Conspicuity Programs  - Raise awareness to pedestrians/cyclists about the importance of making  - High quality and effective informational materials can be rather high in  - Wear reflective clothing, lights on bicycles etc.

 - Educates about the benefits of being visible

 - Early rider education (children) understood to be the 

most effective

Public Awareness 

Campaign 

(Cyclist/Pedestrian 

Safety)

 - Provides cyclists with with training, knowledge, and practical experience to 

ride skilfully and interact safely with other motorists

Speed Enforcement Programs

Campaign (Excessive 

Speeding)

Bicycle Skill Education

 - Financial penalties is an effective means of changing driver behaviour (crash-

related or not)

Increase Awareness of Potential  Penalties for Speeding

 - Educates about the benefits of being visible
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